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Manuel Santana has accomplishments in senior positions in large companies and as a founder, 
partner, chief executive, board member and investor at different stages of entrepreneurial ventures. 

He has a solid record of finding and seizing new business opportunities ahead of the competition, 
and transforming ideas into profitable products and services.  His ability to react quickly to volatile 
market and economic changes has enabled him to consistently maximize profits, sales, stakeholder 
value and market share 

During his corporate work, he spent almost ten years at Cargill. He formed part of the Strategy & 
Business Development corporate function where he led other analysts together with business 
managers in multiple business units. 

Later on, he led Cargill’s Mexican Feed businesses and coordinated the regional aquaculture 
commercial activities for The Americas. He also participated in incubating entrepreneurial activities in 
the renewable energy sector, guided large regional integrations and negotiated multiple long-term 
alliances in the feed sector.  Previously, he succeeded in quality and operations roles at Motorola and 
Bermo. 

He completed two Master's Degrees from The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor: an MBA and an 
MSE in Industrial & Operations Engineering where he majored in Corporate Strategy and Applied 
Statistics.  His BS in Industrial Engineering is from the Universidad Panamericana in Guadalajara, 
Mexico.  He is fluent in English and Spanish. 

History and Highlights 

COO / Interim-CEO 
Revolution Fuels, Inc 

2014 to 2016 

Mr. Santana was recruited as COO.  When the CEO departed, he accepted the position of interim 
CEO.   Revolution Fuels was a PE-funded organization that developed modular and co-located 
biodiesel plants with a small footprint to transform waste fats, oil and greases into fuel. 

When he joined the company, technology development, validation of process equipment and 
construction of the first pilot plant had fallen behind schedule. Moving quickly, he negotiated with 
alternative vendors and completed the registration, under the US EPA regulatory framework, of the 
first mobile biodiesel production unit in the USA.  He commissioned the pilot plant, hired a local team 
and implemented an ERP system to collect and evaluate production data. He also developed 
benchmarks for development of a second deployment. 

Due to a change of strategy and the resignation of the current CEO, Mr. Santana developed a 
transition plan to re-direct the investment into other markets that used waste greases as sources for 
bio fuels production.  He restructured the company, negotiated with current vendors and employees 
and decommissioned the assets while mitigating environmental liabilities and preserving assets’ value. 
He also developed a new business plan, identified new potential deployment locations and transferred 
intellectual and physical property to new investors. 
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Managing Director 
Aenovus, LLC 

2009 to present 

Aenovus is a provider of business and strategy development guidance for small to medium 
companies.  It also evaluates growth opportunities on project or interim- management bases. 

In one engagement, Mr. Santana led the team that commercialized an emerging technology.   He 
assessed the product portfolio and production capabilities of an industrial membrane technology and 
identified the biofuels segment as an appealing target.  He then sold the intellectual property and 
physical assets for application in other gas separation industries. 

In another interesting engagement, he was retained by a startup working on biofuels.  His client 
has found an organism that was considered more valuable as a food/feed/nutraceutical but did not 
know how to pursue the opportunity.   Mr. Santana evaluated the product profile, estimated production 
costs and recommended pursuit of a project focused on fish oil alternatives. He created a pitch deck, 
contacted PE/VC firms and raised $5 million as seed investment. He then built a team, and 
negotiated with previous investors.  Currently the company is in pursuit of IP protection. 

Working independently, Mr. Santana started, grew and sold a business.  He identified the need for 
high quality and fast production of B2B marketing and promotional printing materials for the Hispanic 
market in the Twin Cities.  He conducted market research and determined that a franchise model would 
enable fastest ramp-up to seize the opportunity. 

Next, he negotiated with the master franchisee for geographic and market segment model, and 
built a team capable of managing the business without his day-to-day supervision.  He grew the 
company from zero to more than $250 thousand in annual revenue within two years.  His success 
attracted the attention of the regional franchisee to whom he sold the business at a substantial 
return. 

Global Director - Renewable Products 
Cargill – Environmental Services 

2008 to 2009 

Mr. Santana was promoted to direct portfolio feasibility analyses of waste-to-energy investments 
that resulted in the largest bio-digester operations in the USA currently generating electricity.  He 
created an interactive financial model to determine origination strategies and site selection criteria for 
renewable energy investments in North America. 

Managing Director, Mexico 
Cargill Animal Nutrition 

2003 to 2008 

This assignment resulted from a presentation he made to Cargill senior management to execute a 
go-to-market plan focused on tilapia and shrimp across Latin America. Upon winning approval, he 
was  promoted  to  lead  the  Mexican  subsidiary  comprising  two  separate  joint ventures, 11 
manufacturing sites, a distribution network with more than 450 dealers, and sales of $250 million.
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He evaluated targets and led the acquisition of a technology company focused to enhance 
product/brands in the starter feed segment. He developed positioning and product portfolio for 
the region and grew sales above 30% within a two-year period. He negotiated a complex long- 
term supply agreement with largest aquaculture customer resulting in 30% increase on asset 
utilization without additional capital expenditures. He also laid the foundation for Cargill’s purchase 
of a competitor in the salmon segment for $1.5 billion 

On another front, the company was struggling to identify the most profitable investments in 
their farm waste to alternative energy development projects.  In response, Mr. Santana built a 
financial model that incorporated the most critical variables to determine profitability, payback 
and risks.  He cut the projects under consideration from hundreds to fewer than 30 and focused 
the division on those with the highest and shortest return.  Currently these projects are in the top 
5% in the USA generating electricity from cow manure. 

In earlier assignments in the US and Mexico, Mr. Santana… 

 Led multiple hypothesis driven projects for Cargill as part of their Strategy and Business
Development group.  Restructured R&D, conducted financial valuations and negotiations
in JV’s and divestitures, and defined the strategy for new go-to-market initiatives.

 Led the construction and operations of the manufacturing facility for Bermo in Mexico
(metal stamping and plastic injection) and obtained OEM certification (HP, Nortel and Dell)
and ISO 9001 registration within 2 years.

 As Quality Engineer at Motorola Semiconductors, led multiple reliability and continuous
improvement projects that resulted in certification as Six Sigma capable in assembly and 
fabrication processes focused on automotive and industrial customers. 

Additional Information 

Best Engineering Undergraduate Thesis for novel research for the process of shutting down an 
operating business. Awarded by the Mexican Chamber of Commerce, 1990. 

Boy Scouts of America: Participated from 3rd grade until college. From Patrol Leader to Troop 
Leader and finally as Assistant Scoutmaster 

Hobbies: road cycling, new technologies. 


